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accounts
adding contacts from existing, 60–62
adding for email, 44–46
changing names for email, 46–47
customizing sync settings for email, 48
deleting for email, 47
managing for email, 44–47
switching between email, 51
activity history, clearing, 201–202
activity reporting, enabling, 130
Administrator user account, 126
albums, viewing images by, 104–105
all-day events, creating in calendars, 73
apps. See also specific apps
accessing settings for, 6–7
adding to Lock screen, 17–18
moving between desktops, 22
pinning to Start menu, 7–8
pinning to taskbar, 10–11
quitting to save energy, 153
removing to free up space, 224
specifying when opening documents,
185–186
stopping notifications for, 201
aspect ratio, 102, 108

background (Lock screen), 16–17
badges, showing on taskbar buttons, 12
battery options, 149–154
Bluetooth, 154, 196–197
bold, 162
booting PCs using recovery drives, 234
browsing history, deleting, 209–211
bulleted lists, creating in OneNote app, 173

CO

PY
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A
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C
cache, 209–211
Calendar app
adding event reminders to calendar, 74
adding events to calendar, 72–73
creating recurring events, 73–74
customizing calendar, 76–77
setting up online meetings, 74–76
viewing calendar, 71–72
Camera app, taking pictures/video with PC
camera, 101–102
Camera Roll, 101
Change permission, for shared folders,
136–137
Character Map, 165–167
children, sharing PCs with, 127–132

Index
clarity, adjusting in images in Photos app,
115
clearing activity history, 201–202
collection, viewing images by, 104–105
color, adjusting in images in Photos app,
114–115
Command Prompt tool, 230
Compact layout, for touch keyboard, 144
contacts
adding from existing accounts, 60–62
assigning photos to, 65–67
combining, 70
creating, 62–64, 67–68
creating from electronic business cards,
67–68
deleting, 70
editing, 65
filtering, 68–69
hiding by accounts, 69
hiding without phone numbers, 68
linking multiple profiles to, 69–70
locating, 70
searching for, 64–65
suggested, 69–70
viewing, 64–65
content, restricting for user accounts,
131–132
cookies, 209–212
Cortana Voice Assistant, 83–85
cropping images in Photos app, 107–108

D
day, viewing events by, 72
Default layout, for touch keyboard, 144
Delete command, 181–182
desktop mode, hiding taskbar in, 11
desktops
adding, 20–21
extending with multiple monitors, 18–20
setting picture as background for, 104

setting up multiple, 20–22
switching between, 21–22
using multiple, 81
digital cameras, importing images from,
98–99
directions. See Maps app
Disk Cleanup, 224
documents
copying, 167
creating, 158
defined, 158
editing, 158–167
finding text in, 162–164
inserting special symbols in, 165–167
opening, 159–160
replacing text in, 164–165
saving, 158–159
searching for, 160
sharing, 132–134
Documents folder. See documents
Double-tap gesture, 142
Dynamic Lock, activating, 198

E
electronic business cards, creating contacts
from, 67–68
email
accounts for children, 128
adding accounts, 44–46
blocking images in, 216–217
changing account names, 46–47
changing message priority, 54
combining Focused and Other tabs, 49
controlling notifications, 50–51
creating an address, 121
creating signatures, 51–52
customizing account sync settings, 48
deleting accounts, 47
deleting messages, 216
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email (continued)
grouping messages, 49–50
incoming message options, 47–51
managing accounts, 44–47
preventing from opening automatically,
216
running spell-checker, 55–56
security for, 215–218
send options, 51–56
setting default message font, 52–54
switching between accounts, 51
viruses in, 215–216
events. See Calendar app
extracting files from compressed folders,
183–185

F
Family tab, 130
Favorites bar, 31–33
Favorites list, 30–31, 33
file and folder management. See also
documents
changing file view, 176
changing folder system in Photos app, 99
copying files, 178
creating files, 180–181
deleting files, 181–182, 225–226
extracting files from compressed folders,
183–185
inserting files in OneNote app, 172
moving files, 178–179
previewing files, 176–177
protecting folders with advanced file
permissions, 136–137
renaming files, 179–180
renaming folders, 136
restoring deleted files, 182
restoring files from history, 227–228
saving file history, 226–227
scanning downloaded files, 207
searching from folder windows, 83
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selecting files, 175–176
sharing folders, 132–134, 135–136
specifying apps when opening documents,
185–186
File Explorer
creating documents from, 158
opening folders using, 160
previewing files in, 177
rotating images using, 111
scanning downloaded file from, 207
searching folders using, 83
starting slide shows using, 106
viewing images using, 103–104
file view, changing, 176
filters, applying to images, 108–109
Find feature, 162–164
fingerprint sign-ins, setting up, 194–195
first-party cookie, 211
flash drives, checking free space on, 224
Focused tab, combining with Other tab, 49
folders. See file and folder management
fonts
changing for text in documents, 160–162
customizing, 39–40
guidelines for using, 162
setting default email message, 52–54
formatting text notes in OneNote app, 171
Full Control permission, for shared folders,
136–137

G
gestures, 141–143, 148
Global Positioning System (GPS), 87, 212–214
Google contacts, adding, 60–62
groups, 49–50, 136–137

H
Handwriting panel, 145, 147–148
hard disk, checking free space for, 223–225
hiding taskbar, 11–12

Index

I

J

iCloud contacts, adding, 61
images
adding to notebook pages in OneNote
app, 172
adding vignette effects to, 110
applying filters to, 108–109
assigning to contacts, 65–67
blocking in email messages, 216–217
changing for user accounts, 125–126
cropping in Photos app, 107–108
importing from smartphones/digital
cameras, 98–99
rotating in Photos app, 111
scanning, 99–101
straightening in Photos app, 111–112
taking with PC camera, 101–102
using Spot Fix tool on, 116
viewing, 103–107
IMAP accounts, adding, 45–46
importing images from smartphones/digital
cameras, 98–99
InPrivate browsing feature, 211
interlaced scanning, 102
Internet security
blocking images in email messages,
216–217
choosing to not save passwords for
websites, 208
deleting browsing history, 209–211
deleting saved website passwords,
208–209
enabling tracking prevention, 212–213
phishing scams, 217–218
preventing ad sites from tracking, 211–212
preventing email messages opening
automatically, 216
preventing sites from requesting location,
213–215
turning on private browsing, 211
viruses, 206–207, 215–216
italic, 162

join gesture, 148

K
Keep My Files option, 203
keyboard shortcuts
for bold, 162
for copying files, 178
for cutting files, 179
for italic, 162
for opening documents, 160
for opening Preview pane, 177
for pasting files, 178, 179
for running Rename command, 180
for saving documents, 159
for selecting files, 176
for underline, 162

L
launch location (Weather app), 94–95
light, adjusting for images in Photos app,
112–113
linking multiple profiles to contacts, 69–70
links, opening in tabs, 26
locations. See Maps app; Weather app
Lock screen, 15–18
locking PCs, 195–198

M
Mail app, vCard format and, 67. See also
email
maintenance
booting PCs using recovery drives, 234
checking hard disk free space, 223–225
creating recovery drives, 233–234
creating system image backups, 228–229
creating system restore points, 235
deleting unnecessary files, 225–226
favorites, 33
restoring files from history, 227–228
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maintenance (continued)
reverting to earlier restore points, 235–237
saving file history, 226–227
scheduling automatic, 222–223
Windows Recovery Environment, 229–233
Map Views (Maps app), 93
Maps app, 87–93
Match Case check box, in searches, 164, 165
memory card, checking free space on, 224
Microsoft 365 contacts, adding, 60
Microsoft account, 120–121
Microsoft Edge, customizing, 34–40
monitors, extending desktop with multiple,
18–20
month, viewing events by, 71

N
navigating tabs, 28
network, sharing folders with others on,
135–136
notebooks. See OneNote app
notification area (taskbar), 13–15
notifications, 50–51, 201
numbered lists, creating in OneNote app,
173–174

O
OneNote app
adding images to notebook pages in, 172
adding pages/sections to notebooks in,
168–170
adding text notes in, 170–172
creating notebooks in, 168
deleting notebooks in, 168
tags, 175
working with notebook lists in, 173–175
working with text notes in, 170–172
online ads, 207
Only Allow These Websites check box, 132
Other tab, combining with Focused tab, 49
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P
pages
adding to Favorites list, 30–31
adding to notebooks in OneNote app,
168–170
opening from Favorites list, 33
Paint app, scanning images into, 101
pairing Bluetooth mobile devices,
196–197
passwords
choosing to not save for websites, 208
creating, 190–193
deleting saved website, 208–209
forgotten, 124–125
picture, 192–193
updating for accounts, 191
PCs. See also tablet PC
booting using recovery drives, 234
configuring to lock automatically, 196
controlling with Cortana, 84–85
locking, 195–198
resetting, 202–203
searching, 80–83
sharing resources, 132–137
sharing via user accounts, 120–127
sharing with children, 127–132
synchronizing settings between, 6
taking pictures/video with camera on,
101–102
Peek feature, 12
People app
adding contacts from existing accounts,
60–62
assigning photos to contacts, 65–67
creating contacts, 62–64
creating contacts from electronic business
cards, 67–68
deleting contacts, 70
editing contacts, 65
filtering contacts, 68–69

Index
including contacts on meeting invites
from, 75
linking multiple profiles to contacts, 69–70
viewing contacts, 64–65
permissions. See sharing
phishing scams, 217–218
Photos app
adding vignette effects to images, 110
adjusting clarity in images, 115
adjusting color in images, 114–115
adjusting light for images, 112–113
applying filters to images, 108–109
cropping images, 107–108
enhancing images, 107–110
importing images from smartphones/
digital cameras, 98–99
removing red eye from images, 115–116
repairing images, 111–116
rotating images, 111
scanning images, 99–101
starting slide shows in, 106–107
straightening images, 111–112
using Spot Fix tool, 116
viewing images using, 104–105
Photos tile, running slide shows on, 106–107
Pictures folder, 99
Pinch gesture, 142
pinning, 7–8, 10–11, 28
PINs, signing in with, 193–194
POP accounts, adding, 45–46
pop-up windows, 207
Power icon, 150, 152
power options, 149–154
Preview pane, 176–177
priority, changing for email messages, 54
privacy, 84, 85. See also security
private browsing, turning on, 211
profiles, linking to contacts, 69–70
progressive scanning, 102

Q
quality, of images/videos, 102
quitting apps to save energy, 153

R
Read permission, for shared folders, 136, 137
recovery drives, 233–234
Recycle Bin, 182
red eye, removing from images in Photos
app, 115–116
Remove Everything option, 203
Replace feature, 164–165
resetting computers, 202–203
restrictions, 128–132

S
Save As command, 167
saving
copies of documents, 167
documents, 158–159
favorite pages, 30–33
file history, 226–227
scanning, 99–101, 207
screen brightness, adjusting, 151
screen time, setting limits for, 130–131
Search box (taskbar), 6
Search feature, 64–65, 80–83, 160
sections, adding to notebooks in OneNote
app, 168–170
security. See also Internet security
clearing activity history, 201–202
controlling private information, 199–200
creating passwords, 190–191
creating picture passwords, 192–193
locking PC, 195–198
resetting computer, 202–203
setting up fingerprint sign-ins, 194–195
signing in with PINs, 193–194
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security (continued)
Start menu, 198–199
stopping app notifications, 201
updating account passwords, 191
ZIP files, 183
setting(s)
accessing for apps, 6–7
battery options, 149–154
default email message font, 52–54
default zoom level, 36–37
opening Settings app, 4–6
pictures as desktop background, 104
power mode, 150–151
power options, 149–154
restrictions on child user accounts,
128–132
screen time limits, 130–131
Start menu, 9–10
synchronizing between PCs, 6
taskbar, 11–13
Settings app, 4–6, 82, 147
setup
fingerprint sign-ins, 194–195
multiple desktops, 20–22
online meetings on calendars, 74–76
sharing
documents, 132–134
folders, 132–134
folders with others on network, 135–136
PC resources, 132–137
PC via user accounts, 120–127
PCS with children, 127–132
switching to advanced, 134
Sharing Wizard, 132–134, 135
signatures, email, 51–52
signing in, with PINs, 193–194
Skype app, 85–87
sleep mode, 154
Slide gesture, 142
slide shows, starting in Photos app, 106–107
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smartphones, importing images from, 98–99
special effects, 161
special symbols, inserting in documents,
165–167
spell-checker, running in emails, 55–56
Split layout, for touch keyboard, 144
Spot Fix tool (Photos app), 116
Spread gesture, 142
Standard layout, for touch keyboard,
144–145
Standard user account, 126
Start menu, 7–10, 198–199
Startup Repair tool, 229
Startup Settings tool, 230
startup tabs, 28–30, 123–124
stylus, 141
subfolders, 159, 167, 181
Swipe gesture, 142
system image backups, creating, 228–229
System Image Recovery tool, 230
System Restore, 230, 235–237

T
tablet mode, 12, 140–141
tablet PC
about, 139
adjusting screen brightness, 151
configuring touch keyboard, 149
controlling Windows with gestures,
141–143
creating custom power plans, 152–153
displaying touch keyboard, 143–144
entering text using handwriting panel,
147–148
inputting text with touch keyboard,
143–149
monitoring battery life, 150
selecting touch keyboard type, 144–145
setting power and battery options,
149–154
setting power mode, 150–151

Index
sleep mode, 154
switching to Battery Saver mode,
151–152
Tablet mode, 140–141
using touch keyboard, 145–146
tabs
closing, 30
creating, 26
customizing, 26–28
duplicating, 28
navigating, 28
opening links in, 26
pinning, 28
reopening closed, 30
tags (OneNote app), 175
Talk to Cortana icon, 84
Tap and hold gesture, 142
Tap gesture, 142
Task View feature, 80, 81
taskbar
customizing, 10–15
notification area, 13–15
pinning apps to, 10–11
Search box, 6
searching from, 82
settings, 11–13
tasks, minimizing to save energy, 154
text
changing font of in documents, 160–162
entering using Handwriting panel,
147–148
finding in documents, 162–164
inputting with touch keyboard, 143–149
replacing in documents, 164–165
text notes, adding in OneNote app, 170–172
themes, changing, 35–36
third-party content, controlling, 61–62
third-party cookie, 211–212
time-based events, creating in calendars,
72–73

timeline, viewing, 80
Tint slider (Photos app), 114
titles, adding to images in OneNote app, 172
to-do lists, creating in OneNote app, 174
toolbar, customizing, 37–38
touch keyboard, 143–149
Touch Keyboard icon, 144
touch PC. See tablet PC
traffic information, viewing on Maps app, 93
Turn gesture, 142
2-in-1 devices, 139
type size, 161
type style, 161
typefaces. See font

U
underline, 162
Uninstall Updates tool, 229
user accounts
changing pictures for, 125–126
changing type of, 126–127
creating, 120–122
deleting, 127
restricting content for, 131–132
setting restrictions on child, 128–132
sharing PCs via, 120–127
switching between, 122–125

V
vCard format, 67–68
vignette effects, adding to images, 110
viruses, 206–207, 215–216
voice commands, in Cortana Voice Assistant,
83–85

W
wake word, 85
Warmth slider (Photos app), 114
Weather app, 93–95
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web browsing
adding pages to Favorites list, 30–31
changing Edge search engine, 34–35
changing themes, 35–36
closing tabs, 30
controlling startup tabs, 28–30
creating tabs, 26
customizing font, 39–40
customizing tabs, 26–28
customizing toolbar, 37–38
duplicating tabs, 28
Favorites bar, 31–33
maintaining favorites, 33
navigating tabs, 28
opening links in tabs, 26
opening pages from Favorites list, 33
pinning tabs, 28
setting default zoom level, 36–37
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web security. See Internet security
web-based email accounts, adding,
44–45
Webdings typeface, 167
websites. See Internet security
week, viewing events by, 71–72
widening Start menu, 9
Wi-Fi, turning off to save energy, 154
Windows (Microsoft), 141–143
windows, searching from folder, 83
Windows Recovery Environment,
229–233
Wingdings typeface, 167

Z
ZIP files, 183–184
Zoom In/Out icon (Maps app), 89
zoom level, setting default, 36–37

